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ALMOST COMPLEX STRUCTURES ON EIGHT- 
AND TEN-DIMENSIONAL MANIFOLDST 

TERENCE HEAPS 

(Received 28 August 1968; recked 28 March 1969) 

SO. NTRODUCTION 

LET M be a 2n-dimensional manifold. A manifold will always be assumed to be smooth, 

closed, connected and oriented. The dimension of M, where it needs to be specified, will 

be given by a superscript; hence M2”. M is said to have an almost complex structure (acs.) 

if there exists a complex n-plane bundle o on M whose underlying real Zn-plane bundle 

is isomorphic to 5 the tangent bundle of M. One would like to determine necessary and 

sufficient conditions for the existence of such structures in terms of the cohomology ring 

and characteristic classes of M. This has been done only for manifolds of dimension <8 

by Wu [IS] and Ehresmann [9], although various necessary conditions in other cases have 

been found (for example [9], [12], [14], [S]). For d’ lmension 8 we prove the following 

theorem. 

THEOREM 1. A manifold MS has an almost complex structure iff 

(a) w,(M) E Sq2H6(M; Z) 

and there exist cohomology classes u E H’(M; Z) and v E H6(M; Z) such that 

(b) P = w,(M), PU = w,j(M) 

(c) 2x(M) + u. v = 0 (mod 4) 

(d) 8x(M) = 4p2(M) + 8~ . v - u4 + 211’ .pl(M) - pl(bQ2. 

(Zn case Sq2H6(M; Z) = 0, then (a) and(b) impZy (c) [14].) 

Here p denotes mod 2 reduction and Sq’ the Steenrod squares. The wi, pi, x denote as 

usual the Stiefel-Whitney, Pontrjagin and Euler classes. 

We take the viewpoint of Thomas [15]. A manifold M2” is said to have a stable acs. 

(also known in the literature as a weakly acs.) if the tangent bundle is stably isomorphic 

to the underlying real bundle of some complex vector bundle over M. In the case n = 4, 

condition (a) together ‘with the condition 6w,(M) = 0 determines when such a structure 

exists. (6 is the Bockstein coboundary operator from mod 2 to integer coefficients.) This 

will be shown in $1 as a consequence of a more general theorem which determines the 

obstruction in the top dimension to M *n having a stable acs. Now if o is a stable acs. on 

M2”, then it is known that o is an actual acs. iff c,,(w) = x(M) (ci denotes the ith Chern 

t This paper consists of part of the author’s thesis submitted at Berkeley (1967). 
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class). In the 8-dimensional case Thomas (Theorem 1.8 [14]) shows that this is equivalent 

to condition (d) if u and c are cl(o) and c3(w) respectively. Thus in $2 we show that all 

possible pairs (u, 0) which can occur as the first and third Chern classes of some stable acs. 

on M are determined by conditions (b) and (c). 

We have not been able to give a complete solution in the IO-dimensional case. How- 

ever, Thomas shows [14] that if Ml0 satisfies the following conditions; H,(M; Zz) = 0, 

6wl(M) = 0 and wq(M) = 0 then M has a stable acs. In 93, we compute the possible Chern 

classes for such structures and prove the following. 

THEOREM 2. Suppose ML0 is a manifold such that H,(M; ZJ = 0 and M’,(M) = 0. Then 

M has an almost complex structure if there exist classes II E H’(M; Z) and L’ E H6(&f; Z) 

such that 

(a) i’w2(M) $ 0, rhen pu = w*(M), Sq’c = 0 and 

8x(M) E 4zr . pz(M) + 15u5 + 16~’ . L’ - II . p,(M)2 + 2u3 *p,(M) (mod 192). 

(b) VW,(M) = 0, then Sq’c = 0 and 

x(M) 3 24z’(M) + 421’ * 1% - z? . p,(M) + 2z15 (mud 48). 

Here X’(M) is the first KO-Pontrjagin number of M (see [2]), an invariant of the spin 

cobordism type of M taking the value of either 0 or 1. 

I would like to thank Professor E. Thomas for his help with the preparation of this 

FaFer. The essential inspiration came from his work in [14]. 

$1. EXISTENCE OF STABLE ACS. 

Suppose x E H*(M) is a cohomology class. The notation [x] will mean the number 

cbtained by taking the Kronecker index of x with the fundamental class of M. We recall 

the differentiable Riemann-Roth theorem of [3]. The ?l-class [5] associates to every real 

vector bundle a certain rational polynomial in its Pontrjagin classes. 

LEMMA I. I (Atiyah-Hirzebruch). ff M2" is a manifold, x E H2(M; Z) a class such that 

px = \v2(M) and rl a complex cector bundle ouer M then [ch(q) * ex’2. a(M)] is an integer 

(ch denotes the Chenl character). 

Recall that if < is a real vector bundle, the Pontrjagin character of <, ph(c), is defined 

to be the Chern character of the complexification of 5. We prove: 

THEOREhl 1.2. Suppose a man.$old M8” has a stable acs. ocer M - *. Then M has a 

stable acs. iff either 

(a) Sq2HB”-2 (M;Z)*Oor 

(b) Sq2HB”-2 (M; Z) = 0 and [ph(M) . a(M)] = 0 (mod 2). 

Prooj: Let o be a stable acs. over M - *. u may be considered as a vector bundle 

over M since there is no obstruction to extending. Let oR be the underlying real bundle 

of o. By hypothesis 5 - wR is trivial over M - * and by Kervaire [ll] the obstruction to 

it being trivial over M is z = ph,,(r - wR) an integral class. 

We need the following fact which may be deduced from [l]. If X is a C&‘-complex 

of dimension 2n + 1 and (u, u) is a pair of classes in Hz”-‘(X; Z) x H’“(X; Z) such that 
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Sq’u = pc, then there exists a complex vector bundle q on X, trivial over the 2n - 3 skeleton, 

having ch,_,(q) = u and 2ch,(q) = v. 

(a) Sq’H’“-’ (iv; Z) + 0. By hypothesis there exists a class ZJ E H*“-*(IV; Z) such that 
Sq*u = pz. Choose 7 as above for the pair (u, z). Then LL) + q is a stable acs. for A4 - * 

because qR is trivial over M - * (there is no obstruction to triviality in dimensions 8n - 2 

or 8n - 1 for real vector bundles). Moreover ph,,(r - oR - vR) = z - 2ch,,(t]) = 0. Thus 

r = (o + v)~ and A4 has a stable acs. 

(b) Sq’H*“-’ (M;Z)=O. Let UEH 8n-2(M; Z). Then Sq*u = u * w2(M) [17]. Thus 

NJ*(M) annihilates H8”-’ (M; Z) under the operation of cupproduct. By Massey [13], this 

implies that there exists a torsion class t E H*(M; Z) such that pt = w2(M). Suppose o is a 

stable acs. on M. Then by Lemma 1.1 [ch(o) * et/‘. @(h/l)] = [ch(o) - 2$&f)] is an integer. 

But ph,(M) = Zch,,(w) and %(A4) has components only in dimensions congruent to 0 

(mod 4). Thus 

[ph(M) . ‘ii(M)] = [2ch(o). a(M)] E 0 (mod 2). 

Conversely suppose [ph(M) . %(M)] E 0 (mod 2). If o is the stable acs, over A4 - * 

described above then 

z = ph,,(M) - Zch,,(o) = ph(lP1) * %(M) - 2ch(o) . 2l(M). 

Thus z = 2u by Lemma 1.1. We may choose q to be trivial over the 8n - 1 skeleton and 

so that ch,,(q) = u. Then w + q is a stableacs. over M since ph2,(T - (w + q),J = z - 224 = 0. 

We specialize to the 8-dimensional case. Massey [12] shows that M8 - * has a stable 

acs. iff 6w,(M) = &v6(M) = 0. In [13] he shows that 6w,(M) = 0. 

COROLLARY 1.3. M8 has LI stable acs. if SW,(M) = 0 and w,(M) E Sq’H6(M; Z). 

Proof. We need only consider the case Sq2H6(A4; Z) = 0. Let L be the complex line 

bundle over M such that c,(L) = t where t is the torsion class such that pt = w2(A4). Then 

T' = T + L is a spin bundle and spin characteristic classes q1 and q2 are defined for it (see 

[15]) such that 

2q, = ~(7 + &J = PI(M) + t* 

2q, +qi2 = P2(5 f&J = P,(M) + t" *PI(M) = P,@O 

We have ‘x,(M) = - ~SPI(M) 

ph(W = p1W 

ph,GW = --A ($204) - ~lWf>'>. 

Moreover by Lemma 1.1 [ai,( is an integer. Thus since ph,(lM) = 8 

[ph(M) . NW1 = A hbW2 - ~P~GWI (mod 2) 

= & [4q12 - 4q12 - 8q,] (mod 2) 

3 f[q,] (mod 2). 
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But ~4~ = ~c?~(s’) = )6.&U) f t . w6(M) = we(M) so 

[ph(&f) . fi(M)] E 0 (mod 2) iff Nap = 0, 

This result was first suggested to me by E. Thomas and D. W. Anderson. 

$2. ENUMEft.~TION OF STABLE ACS. 

In this section we will determine which classes can appear as the Chern classes of some 

stable acs. on a &dimensional manifold. 

LEMMA 2.1. Let M be a manifold with a stable acs. and u E H2(M; Z) a class such t/Tat 

plc = w2(M). Then there exists a stable acs. u on M such that cl(o) = u. 

Proof. Let o’ be a stable acs. on M. Then there exists a class x E H’(M; Z) such that 

u = c,(w’) + 2~. Let L be the complex line bundle over iM such that c,(L) = x. Then if L* 

is the conjugate bundle to L, L - L* has trivial underlying real bundle. Thus cu = o’ + L-L* 

is a stable acs. on M and cl(o) = 11. 

To deal with the third Chern class we recall that Milnor has produced certain con- 

gruence relations which are satisfied by the Chern numbers of all manifolds with stable 

acs. In particular, in the 8-dimensional case the following is true [lo] 

2cJo) + cl(o) . c3(w) = 0 (mod 4). 

Since px(M) = PC,(U) = w,(M) this may be written as 

2,(M) + cl(o) *Q(W) 3 0 (mod 4). 

PROPOSITION 2.2. Let MB be a manifold with a stable acs. Let (u, u) be a pair of classes 

in H2(M; Z) x H6(M; Z) such that pu = wz(M) and pc = w6(M). Then M has a stable 

acs. o such that cl(o) = u and c3(w) = L: $-2x(M) + u . c E 0 (mod 4). 

Proof. Let o’ be a stable acs. of Lemma 2.1 such that ~~(0’) = 11. Then there exists 

x E H6(M; Z) such that u = +(o’) + 2x. We have 

2x(M) + u. ~~(0’) = 0 (mod 4) 

2x(/vf) + 11 . +(a’) + 2u . x E 0 (mod 4). 

Thus II . x z 0 (mod 2). Since pu = w2(M), this implies by [I71 that Sq’.u = 0. The pair 

(x, 0) is suitable then for the construction of a complex vector bundle rl over M with 

ch,(q) = X, chq(q) = 0 and q trivial over the 5 skeleton. Moreover qR is trivial since it is 

trivial over the 7 skeleton and ph,(q& = 0. Thus o = o’ + 11 is a stable acs. on A4 and 

es(w) = c&Y) + 2x = u. 

This proposition completes the proof of Theorem 1. 

$3. THE TEN-DIMEKSIONAL CASE 

As stated in the introduction, we have not been able to completely extend the results 

of $1 and 92 in the lo-dimensional case. However, the following result has been obtained 

by Thomas [ 141. 
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THEOREM 3.1. If Ml0 is a manifold such that H,(‘ZI; Z2) = 0 and w,(M) = 0, then M 

has a stable acs. iffSwz(M) = 0. 

This section will develop the analogue of 52 in this special case. We will need the following 

formula also to be found in [14]. If M is as in Theorem 3.1 and .Y E H’(M; Z), then 

(3. I) sq% = Sq’(s . w,(M)). 

THEOREM 3.2. Suppose Ml0 is a manifold such that H,(M; ZJ = 0 and w,(M) = 0. 

Then if u E H’(M; Z) is a class such that pu = w,(M), there exists a stable acs. o on M 

such that cl(o) = u and c3(w) = 214~. 

The key piece in the construction of o will be obtained from the next proposition which 

will be proved first. 

PROPOSITION 3.3. Let X be a C W-complex of dimension < 9 and (x, y) a pair of classes 

in H4(X; Z) x H’(X; Z). Then there exists a spin bundle 5 ocer X such that qI({) = x and 

ql(j) = y ifl9,l.u = -p3(x2 + y). (.Y3i denotes t/le mod 3 Steenrod reduced power, p3 is 

mod 3 reduction.) 

Proof. A spin bundle c over X may be considered as a map 5: X + BSpin where 

BSpin is the classifying space. There are universal spin characteristic classes (ql, qt) E H4 

x (BSpin; Z) x H’(BSpin; Z) and ql(t) = <*ql etc. Thus our problem may be considered 

as a homotopy lifting problem as the diagram indicates: 

X 
CX.Y) 

l K(Z, 4) x K(Z, 8) 

The only possible obstruction to lifting for complexes of dimension <9 is in H8(X; Z,) 

and is in fact 9,‘~ + ps(x2 + u). This is a simple exercise in the theory of Postnikov reso- 

lutions as given in [I6], using the fact that pslql + p3(q12 + q2) = 0 in H’(BSpin; Z,). 

Proof of Theorem 3.2. Let X be the 9 skeleton of M. Any stable complex structure for 

s/X extends to a complex vector bundle over M, in fact to a stable acs. for M since any real 

vector bundle over M which is trivial over X has a stable complex structure trivial over X. 

The following construction takes place over X. Let L be the complex line bundle over X 

such that c,(L) = u. If we consider L as a stable vector bundle, then L3 is trivial over the 5 

skeleton of X and since ch(L3) = (e’ - 1)3 we see that c3(L3) = 2u3 and c4(L3) = -9~~. 

Letr’=s-(L+L3),. 7’ is a spin bundle and w4(~‘) = w4(M) = 0. Thus there exists a 

class x E H4(X; Z) such that 2x = ql(r’) since pql(r’) = w4(M) = 0. Next we observe that 

by (3.1) Sq’(u * x) = Sq’(w,(M) * x) = p( -x2) and so there exists a complex vector bundle 

7 over X such that ch,(q) = u * x and 2ch,(t]) = -x2. This may be written as ~~(7) = 2u . x 

and c4(q) = 3x2. 
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Let S” = 5’ - qR. A computation shows that bva(r”) = px’. Thus there exists a class 

)’ E H8(X; Z) such that 2~ =q2(T’T - .x2. We can apply Prop. 3.3 to the pair (x, y) because 

b,‘X = -.p31q1(To) = /7,(q1(Tu)’ + q2(T”)) 

= p@ i- 2y + x’) = -p# f y). 

Let 5 be the real vector bundle such that q,(t) = s and q2(<) = y. (5: extends over X because 

H9(X; Z,) = H9(M; Z,) = 0.) Then <’ = 5” - 2< is a spin bundle and ql(<‘) = 0, qz(i’) = 0. 

It follows from [I l] that 5’ is 3 torsion over the 8 skeleton of X and hence is 3 torsion over 

X, again since H9(X; Z2) = 0. Let o = L + L3 + q + (5 i- 257, where ( )c denotes com- 

plexification. We have shown that w is a stable complex structure for z/X. hloreover 

cl(o) = II and 

G(W) = c3(L3) + C,(V) + c,(L) * c2(Sc) 

= 2u3 + 211 . x + II . (-3x) = 2U3. 

COROLLARY 3.4. Let (u, C) be a pair of classes in H’(M; Z) x H6(M; Z). Then there 

exists a stable acs. w on M such that c,(w) = u and c3(o) = c iflpu = wr(M) and L: = 2~~ + 2x 

where Sq’x = 0. 

Proof. Suppose II, c and x are as above. Let w’ be the stable acs. of Theorem 3.2 such 

that cI(o’) = u and c3(o’) = 2rt3. Since Sq’x = 0 we can find a complex vector bundle q 

over X trivial over the 5 skeleton such that ch,(q) = x and chq(q) = 0. The obstruction to 

qR being trivial is ph,(r]d = 2ch,(rl) = 0 in dimension 8 [I 1] and is 0 in dimension 9 since 

H9(M; Z2) = 0. Thus qR is trivial and o = w’ + q is a stable complex structure for s/X. 

Moreover cl(w) = ZI and c3(w) = 2u3 + 2x = v so the required stable acs. for 1CI is any 

extension of u. 

Conversely if w is a stable acs. on M such that c~(LL)) = u and LL)’ is the stable acs. for 

which c,(w’) = u and ~~(0’) = 2u3, then q = o - o’ has trivial underlying real bundle and 

c,(q) = 0. This implies u is trivial over the 5 skeleton, ch,(q) = x an integral class and 

ch.+(q) = 0. Thus Sq’x = 0 [I] and c3(w) = 2u3 + 2x. 

We will use this to determine all possible values of the fifth Chern class of a stable acs. 

on M’O. As tools, we need the following two relations among the Chern numbers of lo- 

dimensional manifolds with stable acs. The first of these is the Todd genus. The second 

comes from observing that [ch(o - L) * T(w*)] must be an integer by the complex Riemann- 

Roth theorem. Here L is the complex line bundle such that c,(L) = cl(w). 

(3.2) (a) -cl 1 c4 + c3 . cl2 + 3cz2 . cI - c2 * cl3 = 0 (mod 1440) 

(b) c1 * C~ + c5 E 0 (mod 24). 

Proof of Theorem 2(a). We assume w,(i?f)+ 0. It is possible to construct complex 

vector bundles over M which are trivial over the 9 skeleton and such that c5 is any desired 

multiple of 24. In this case the underlying real bundles of such complex vector bundles 

are all trivial. This is because if 5 is a real vector bundle trivial over the 9 skeleton then 

the obstruction to < being trivial is in H”(ICf; 2,) and has indeterminacy at least 
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Sq’H*(XI; ZJ = Zf” (M; Z2) so 5 is trivial. Thus (3.2)(b) determines all possible values of 

c5(~) for fixed c,(o) and cl(o). As in the S-dimensional case (see Theorem l(d)) 

&j(O) = 4P,(!CI) f SC,(O) * c,(w) - q(w)4 + 2c,(w)Z . pl(lM) - p,(M)‘. 

Thus (3.2)(b) together with Corollary 3.4 determine all possible values of cj(o) and a 

simple substitution gives the formula of Theorem 2(a). 

Proof of Theorem 2(b). We assume Nap = 0. The possible values of c5(o) for fixed 

cl(o) and cd(w) are no longer determined by (3.2)(b) but are instead a coset of 482. This is 

because there is a real vector bundle trivial over the 9 skeleton but not trivial over M, a 

fact which is a consequence of the reducibility of the Thorn complex of the normal bundle 

and the Thorn isomorphism in real K-theory. (In fact, the complete set of relations among 

Chern numbers does not determine c~(Q).) 

Let o’ be a stable acs. on M. We may write o’ = w + L - L* where w is a Substructure 

on M (i.e. w is a stable acs. on M such that cl(o) = 0) and L is the complex line bundle 

over M such that 2c,(L) = c,(w’). Then by (3.2)(b); c5(w) = 24d. We will prove at the end 

of this section that [(il = x’(M) (mod 2). The total Chern class of w is 

c(w) = 1 - ql(M) + 2r + qz(M) + 24d 

where 1’ E H6(M; Z) is a class such that Sq’r = 0. 

The total Chern class of w’ is thus 

c(w’) = 1 + 2u + (2U2 - qI(A4)) + (2u3 - 2u * q,(M) + 2c) 

+ (2UJ - 2U3 . q,(M) + 4U . I: + q&v)) 

+ (2~’ - 2u3 . ql(M) + 411’ . L! + Zu * q2(M) + 244. 

Let (u, c) be a pair of classes in H’(M; Z) x H6(M; Z) such that Sq’c = 0 and ti a class in 

H”(M; Z) such that [d] z n’(M) (mod 2). Then 

Sq’(u3 - I1 * ql(kf) + 11) = pr? + Sq’(u . w,(M)) 

= sqQ2 . w2(M)) by (3.1) 

= 0 

so by Theorem 3.2 and remarks above we can find w’ whose Chern classes are of the form 

above for this 21, u and d. The proof will be complete therefore when we show that 11 . q2(M) 

= 0 (mod 24) for all II. Substitute the Chern classes of w’ into (3.2)(a) to obtain 

6u5 - 10u3 * ql(M) + 3q,(M)2 * u - II * qz(M) E 0 (mod 720) 

and into (3.2)(b) to obtain 

6u5 + 121r2 . c - 6u3 . ql(M) + 4~ . q2(M) = 0 (mod 24). 

It follows from the second relation that u . ql(M) = 0 (mod 3). Subtract the second relation 

from the first to get 

-4u3 . q,(M) - 5u . q2(M) + 3~ . ql(M)’ - 12~’ . ~1 E 0 (mod 24). 

pql(M) = NJ,(M) = 0 SO -41~ . ql(M) 3 0 (mod 8). tLloreover ql(A4)2 = 4-u’ some ,X and 
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by (3.1) px’ = Sq”x = Sq*(x * wt(M)) = 0. Thus 3~ * q1(M)2 z 0 (mod 8). Finally p(u’ . c) = 

sq’u * t’ = SqZ(u * v) + u . sq2v = 0 so 12u’ . L’ = 0 (mod 8). Thus u * q?(M) = 0 (mod 8). 

There remains to prove that [(il E n’(M) (mod 2). 

PROPOSITION 3.5. Suppose that Man+* is a manifold with a stable acs. w such that 

cl(w) = 0. Then x’(M) is defined and [ch(o) . a(M)] s n’(M) (mod 2). 

Proof. The normal bundle 1’ of M may be considered to be a complex 4n + 4 plane 

bundle. Then Thorn isomorphisms r$,, 4. are defined for the complex and real K-theory 

of M, in the latter case since cR is a spin 8n + 8 plane bundle. We show that the following 

diagram commutes 

The isomorphisms 4, and (bO are given by the formulas 4,(q) = 9 * 4,(l) and $J<) = 

< * #0(l). Products in complex and real K-theory are related by the formula (II * SC,& = qR . 5. 

Now Conner and Floyd show in [7] that 4,(l) = $,,(l)c . Thus 

(‘I . 4,(1>>R = (v . dd~)C)R = VR. aocl,. 

Let g: S16”+ lo ---* M’ be the map which induces an isomorphism in 16n + 10 dimensional 

cohomology. Then n’(M) = g*+o(og) so by the commutativity of the diagram above 

n,(M) = pg*4,,(o). Let 4 be the Thorn isomorphism for t’ in ordinary cohomology. Then 

(P. 32 m 
ch($,(w)) = $(ch(o) . $&I(M)) which implies 

ch(g*4,(w)) = [ch(w) . c@M)]. 

Since ch: RU(S2m) ---* H2”(S2”; 2) is an isomorphism the proposition follows. 

This proves that [a = x’(M) (mod 2) for if u is a SU-structure on 

shows that [ch(o) . a(M)] = [d]. There do exist spin manifolds for 

However I do not know of an example for which w.+(M) = 0 as well. 

Ml0 a calculation 

which n’(M) $0. 
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